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NOTATIONS
Consider a system consisting of M units (Aircraft or camponent) from which R units at least should be operating properly. In case of no failures, the R units are in actual operating conditions and the (M-R) are stand by. A failed unit is repaired in the repair facility at as repair rate An which depends on the state of the system. Let also: Q(t) = the state of the system at time (t) m = the capacity at the repair queue 3 = the set of all possible states (state space) (0, 1, 2p ...........m) = the mean failure rate when the system is in state n An = the service rate when the system is in state n K = the number of the available repair rates rk = the cost per unit time incurred if the repair rate K is used. It is assumed that riN:r2Nr, Cn (t) = a cost rate incurred by the system owing to loosing production when the state of the system is n at time t. Z = decision space (Action space), a set of all nonrandomized actions. = I, 2, octegoo00 K in(t) = a function mapping from S to Z with clear meaning that: fn(t) = K means that whene, :er the state of the system is n, the service rate AK is used.
F = the set of Ill functions (f) THE PROBLEM
If the system is in state n at time t and a repair rate Ak ie used, the costs of the system at time t will be:
Cn(t) + rTu (t)
The average cost of the system during a period (09 T) will be:
and the expected cost of the system will be
The problem will be so: minimize gf over all possible f E F THE MODEL Two cases at the repair queue are studied: -case of poission arrivals and exponential repair time.
-cane of general arrivals and exponential repair time. L
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The Model With Poisson Arrivals And Exponential Repair Time:
A system or m unit is considered. Given the number of failed unite n, the failure distribution is Segative exponential with a parameter depending only on that number n. Let the repair service has the same property. In particular when the state of the system is n, let En be the hazard rate for the unit and An be the service rate for the sdme unit.
One can deduce from the first principales that the stationary probability of being in state n, Pn is given by: Pn = 1 n = 0 Now; if a policy f : s defines a certain repair rate Ak corresponding to every state or the system, then the long run expected average costs or the system corresponding to this policy will be: num gf = (Cn + rk) Pn n=0 The objective is to find the policy (f) which minimizes gf
The Model With General Input And Exponential Service Distribution:
Consider the case of exponential service and general input distribution where one examines the system at its regeneration points. The regeneration point occures when a new arrival is joined the repair queue. Let us denote: n = tne number of units in the repair queue in front of a new arrival at time T. That is the state of the system just before a regeneration point. n 1 = the number of units in the repair queue in front of a new arrival at time t + h. j = the number of units being serviced during the interval h including the unit arriving at time T if its service is completed during T + h, thus: n 1 =N+1-j with 0\nl \n + 1
Assuming that the service distribution is exponential with mean An (depends on the state of the system), then:
The unconditional probability P (J being serviced)
Where F(h) is the distribution function for interarrival times.
One may represent the system in terms of an imbeded Markovian chain. The Markovian chain matrix is
Define Pn as the stationary probability of n units in front of a unit arriving at regeneration point. Using the matrix (4), one can calculate the values of P n which satisfies the steady state equations: ii -Use the rule of elemenating a decision given in reference [10] to determine the eleminated decisiona and so the set of extreme admiseable decision*.
iii -Determine the parameters of the system Bn, C(*), M, R, m and Hn. iv -Determine the set of stationary probabilities Pn for all states of the system.
v -Examin the existence of simple optimal policy as per reference [11] . If there exists a simple optimal policy, calculate gf for possible simple policies only. If the policy is not simple, gf is calculated for all possible policies. -The optimum policy in all cases is the one which corresponds minimum value of gf.
CASE STUDY '
A semi-artificial case study is considered due to lag of accurate data. The corresponding expected long run average costs for these policies will be:
The optimal policy is so, f64 (2 2 2 2 2 2) which means that the second repair rate (A2 = 0.0833) should be used for all states of the system.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
A computer package is specially designed in FORTRAN IV for the model. The program is designed for as large no of system states as possible also for as large no of available service rates as possible.
The computer program is shown in appendix 1. The expected long run costs computer output is shown in appendix 2. 
